
HYDRO GROW ROOM TENT INSTRUCTIONS 

 

 

1. It is a good idea to separate all like poles from each other 

2. Remember the straight poles with holes are for the top of the Grow tent  

3. It’s a good idea to use W-D-40 or a lubricant when attaching poles for easier 

connections. 

4. Once the frame is put together tape all connections 

5. Delicately and slowly stretch the bottom of the tent on first,(make sure you un zip 

the bottom before stretching over corners) use a lubricant in the corners to assure 

there is no tearing, tent will fit tight and may require two people to stretch corners 

on (the bottom of the tent does NOT have a flap covering the zipper) 

6. When stretching the top on know that it will fit tight(the top has a flap which covers 

the zipper) you will need to go back and forth from one end to the other taking all 

the slack out of the middle of the tent while pulling it to the other side.  When the 

slack is completely out of the middle and ends you may then stretch the corners 

over the frame.  Be sure to use a lubricant and take your time so as not to rip the 

corners.  It is a good idea to use two people for this, you may need a step ladder for 

better leverage when stretching the top of the tent. 

7. After the top is on you may then zipper the tent up.  It is a good idea to once again 

pull the slack out of the tent and use a lubricant on the zipper.   

8. Once you have your tent assembled you may then put the inside floor inserts in.  the 

floor inserts go inside the tent and adhere to the poles using Velcro straps. 

 

**The wire connector rods insert into the holes located in the top poles.  Once they are 

inserted,  be sure to tape them in place.  These poles can be situated to suite your specific 

needs.  

 




